
Basic Firing Tactics

Fireline Construction
3 short videos 30 min total



Objectives

• Identify critical factors to assess during the 
reconnaissance for the firing operation. 

• Identify what issues could affect a firing 
operation and the GO/No-Go decision. 

• Identify the importance of a test fire and 
what the process is for conducting a test fire.

• Describe the difference between the basic 
types of firing techniques. 

• Identify and describe different types of 
fireline.  



Fuel types/characteristics
Topography
Weather
LCES
Anchor points
Areas of concern
Ingress/egress
Resource needs
Control features
Contingency Plan



Go/No-Go Checklist

The Go/No-Go Checklist is completed before 
a test fire is set.

• It is a mandatory step on a prescribed (RX) 
firing operations.









Decision to Proceed or NOT

After all pre-firing information has 
been received and reviewed the 
Burn Boss will make a decision to 
proceed or halt the firing operation.



Test Fire

• A test fire is a fire set to evaluate such things 
as fire behavior, smoke dispersion and 
controllability. 

The test fire should be 
ignited in an area big 
enough to represent the 
tract and small enough to 
be easily controlled. 



Test Fire
All firing operations EVEN THE TEST FIRE are ignited at an 
anchor point. This is a barrier to fire spread from which to 
begin firing. 
The anchor point is used to minimize the chance of being 
out flanked by the fire during ignition. 

Things to consider when lighting a 

test fire to evaluate fire behavior.

If you light a test fire in the morning you need to account for the 
changes in fire behavior in the afternoon.
A single spot ignition may produce much lower rates of spread 
and fire intensity than a strip head fire. 



What are we trying to do with the fire/flames?     

Control intensity, residency time ??







Firing Operations



BACKING FIRE
A backing fire is started along a baseline (anchor point),

such as a road, plow line, or other barrier, and allowed to

back into the wind. Variations in wind speed have little

effect on the rate of spread of a fire burning into the wind,

although some wind is necessary. 





Factors Associated with Backing Fires:
• Must be ignited along the downwind control line. 
• Use in heavy roughs. 
• Normally result in little scorch. 
• Costs are relatively high because of additional interior plow lines 

and extended burning period resulting from slower movement of 
the fire. 

• Not flexible to changes in wind direction. 
• Requires steady in-stand winds.
• Will not burn well if actual fine-fuel moisture is above 20 percent. 
• Requires good fuel continuity to carry well.
• A single torch person can progressively ignite lines.



Backing fire is the easiest and safest type of prescribed fire 
to use, provided wind speed and direction are steady. It 
produces minimum scorch and lends itself to use in heavy 
fuels and young pine stands. 

Major disadvantages of a backing fire are the slow progress 
of the fire and the increased potential for feeder-root 
damage with increased exposure to heat if the lower litter is 
not moist.



STRIP-HEADING FIRE 
In strip-headfiring, a series of lines of fire are set 

progressively upwind of a firebreak in such a manner that 

no individual line of fire can develop to a high energy 

level before it reaches either a firebreak or another line of 

fire.

A backing fire is generally used to secure the base line 

and the remainder of the area then treated with 

stripheading fires. 

Strips are often set 1 to 3 chains apart. The distance 

between ignition lines is determined by the desired flame 

length. 

Much experience is required to predict the relationship 

between strip width and flame length.





An effective method of reducing fire intensity is to use a series 
of spots or short 1- to 2-foot-long strips instead of a solid line 
of fire. An added advantage of these short strips or spots is 
that drip torches will not have to be filled as often. 
Strip-heading fires permit quick ignition and burnout, and 
provide for smoke dispersal under optimum conditions. 
However, higher intensities will occur wherever lines of fire 
burn together, increasing the likelihood of crown scorch.

CAUTION: Be sure the fire will not escape 

control. First set a backing fire along the 

downwind control line and allow it to burn a 

strip wide enough to control the heading fire. 



Factors Associated with Strip-heading Fires: 
• Fire progress is rapid and few plow lines are required. 
• Needs just enough wind to give direction (1 to 2 miles per 

hour in-stand). 
• Do not use in heavy roughs. Consider backing or flanking 

techniques if fire-free interval exceeds 3 years or if understory 
vegetation is taller than 3 to 4 feet. 

• The technique can accommodate wind shifts up to about 45 
degrees. l Winter use is best because cool weather (below 60 
°F) helps avoid crown scorch.  Flame lengths can be high 
whenever heading fire converges with a backing fire, thereby 
increasing the possibility of crown scorch. 



Factors Associated with Strip-heading Fires: 
• Can be used in a wide range of forest types depending on 

management objectives. 
• A single torch person can progressively ignite strips. 
• Do not force a burn on a marginal day at the low end of the 

prescription window. The fire may burn slowly until after the 
crew leaves, then pick up intensity and escape. 

• Can be used in “flat” fuels such as hardwood leaves. 
• Because fire movement is fast, large blocks can be burned. 
• Can be used with high relative humidity (50 to 60 percent) and 

high actual fine-fuel moisture (20 to 25 percent).











FLANKING FIRE 
The flanking-fire technique consists of treating an area with 
lines of fire set directly into the wind. The lines spread at right 
angles to the wind. 
This technique requires considerable knowledge of fire 
behavior, particularly if used by itself. It is used quite often to 
secure the flanks of a strip-heading fire or backing fire as it 
progresses. 
It is sometimes used to supplement a backing fire in areas of 
light fuel or under more humid weather conditions. 
It is useful on a small area or to facilitate burning a large area 
in a relatively short time when a strip-heading fire would be 
too intense.







Factors Associated with Flanking Fires:

• Always secure downwind base line first. 

• Fuel loading should be light to 

• Wind direction must be steady. 

• Best used in areas where crown scorch is not a concern 

(e.g. hardwoods in winter). 

• Allows fast area ignition. 

• Needs few control lines. 

• In areas with a high understory, multiple torch people are 

needed and coordination is very important. Use radio 

communications whenever torch people cannot see one 

another. 

• Useful in securing flanks of other fire types. 





In the Piedmont, any ignition line

that drops perpendicularly off a ridge

creates a flanking fire under no-wind

conditions. If several lines are ignited

off the end of a ridge or knoll, the

pattern looks like a chevron or maple leaf.
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POINT SOURCE FIRES 

A prudent burning boss will often switch from strip-

heading fires to point source fires as the day progresses, 

relative humidity drops, and continuous lines of fire 

become too intense. When properly executed, a grid of 

spot ignitions will produce a fire with intensity much 

greater than that of a line-backing fire but somewhat less 

than that of a strip-heading fire. Timing and spacing of 

the individual ignition spots are the keys to the 

successful application of this method. 





Factors Associated with Point Source Fires: 

• Assume much of the area will be burned by heading and 

flanking fires and very little by backing fires. 

• Preferred burning conditions include low in-stand wind 

speeds. Wind direction can be variable. 

• Always secure the downwind base line first. 

• Be careful when underburning stands with a flammable 

understory or a heavy rough. 

• Severe crown scorch is likely if fuel is too dry. 

• The usual changes in weather during a typical winter day 

may require modification of ignition patterns throughout the 

day. Burn until fires verge on getting “too hot.” Then either 

quit burning or resort to backing fires only. 

• Continually modify the ignition grid to take advantage of 

topography and changes in understory fuels. 



CENTER AND CIRCULAR (RING) FIRING 
• This technique is useful on cutover areas where a hot fire is 

needed to reduce or eliminate logging debris prior to seeding 
or planting. It works best when winds, if any, are light and 
variable. 

• This procedure should never be used for underburning because 
of the likelihood of severe fire effects as the flame fronts 
merge. 

• As with other burning techniques, the downwind control line is 
the first line to be ignited. Once the base line is secured, the 
entire perimeter of the area is ignited and the flame fronts are 
allowed to converge. 

• One or more spot fires are often ignited near the center of the 
area and allowed to develop before the perimeter of the block 
is ignited.





PRESCRIBED BURNING ON SLOPES 
Sloping terrain, which is common throughout the 

Piedmont and Mountain regions of the South, can 

complicate prescribed burning. Effects of slope on fire 

are similar in some way to those of wind. A fire traveling 

up a steep slope resembles one being pushed by a 

steady wind. The hot tip of the flame is tilted toward 

unburned fuels promoting fuel drying and increasing 

fire intensity. However, fires burning on level terrain 

produce an in draft caused by a convection column 

ahead of the fire. The in draft, which tends to slow 

heading fires, does not occur on slopes. Fires traveling 

down slopes resemble those backing into the wind. 

Flame tips are tilted away from unburned fuel, so drying 

is not as rapid and fire intensity remains low.



AERIAL IGNITION 



Factors Associated with Aerial Ignition: 
• Rapid firing and burnout allows use of a much smaller prescription 

window. 

• Damp, fine fuels are of critical importance. Actual finefuel moistures of 

15 to 25 percent are preferable. 

• Requires an experienced burn boss to make ignition grid adjustments 

and to determine when to halt ignition due to conditions. 

• Although not likely under prescribed fire conditions, too much heat 

energy released over too short a period will result in a sudden, 

dangerous increase in fire intensity. 

• Large acreages can be safely burned in a single burning period. 

• Many widely dispersed tracts can be burned during a single day. 

• A contingency plan is essential in the event the aircraft is reassigned or 

equipment breaks down during operation. 

• Best suited for continuous fuels or when a mosaic pattern is desired. 

• Ignition spacing within and between flight lines can be easily adjusted. 

• Make sure no DAIDs are mistakenly dropped outside the burn as the 

helicopter turns at the end of each line.









Firing Equipment
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Holding Equipment



Firelines/Fire Breaks/ Fire Guards

• Fireline-

• “An inclusive term for all constructed or natural fire barriers 

and treated fire edge used to control a fire”

• Fireline types:

– Hand line, dozer line, plow line, disk line, mowed 
line, wet line and black line

• Most firelines are comprised of one or more fireline 
types



Firelines

• Each type of fireline has unique factors to 

consider, such as:

– Installation process

– Dimensions or Specifications 

• Type of fireline utilized will depend on 

– Fuel type

– Topography

– Anticipated fire behavior



Firelines

Handline



Firelines

Plow Lines



Firelines

Disk line



Firelines

Mowed / Wet line



Natural and Pre-existing
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